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Some thinksheets are justified--at least in my eyes--as no more than explorations of 
a pthrase I've come up with on my own in my perpetual multmm in parvo efforts, my yen 
to capture in a few syllables "mai in little," to serve almost as a meditational man-
tra for the mind....Such multa are, historically (not by any invention of mine!), po-
werful captors/liberators. Take, eg, "No taxation without representation!" And "the 
separation of church and state." And "justification by faith." Amd "one man one vote." 
....So here's "adversarial harmony," which may or may not do something for you. 

1. Doubtless in all cultures there are phrases noting the peculiar and 
so remarkable fact that by confrontation, opposites tend toward peace, 
toward reconciliation, toward harmony.*  Maybe because the human mind just 
can't get on without some stress-release, some abatement of tension, same 
rest from conflict, some peace before the next battle, some space-quiet 
before the next storm and melody and passion. And in all cultures I 
know of, which doesn't leave out many cultures, philosophers work toward 
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comprehensivity, toward hearing all sides/viewpoints, toward leaving no- ,' • thing out, toward ultimate harmony--on which see Way 13, "Living Harmon-
iously Through Confromity to the Cosmic Law"--the 3rd way of being reli-

c), • gious (my 15452 and see sec.2 of #1910: the "moral" life-view, in con- 
• trast to the "empirical" and the "providential"). 

@ 2. Stimulus? I got to thinking about all this when two Brits (in the 
ro broadest sense!) came together in my mind, two who melded outsized pas- 
• sion (which is DIS-harmonizing) with a profound gift for and will to 
• unitive thinking (which is harmonizing): Jo. Donne (d.1631) and Wm. But- 

ler Yeats (d. 308 years later, when I was in grad school). Another way 
of putting this is that both were geniuses in expressing the creative 
convergence of sensuality and spirituality. The first, a rake, became 
upon conversion the Dean of St. Paul's London (an Englishman, of course); 
the second, a flaky spiritualistic Irishman who could not be said not 
to believe in (Druidic) fairies, continues to speak with and to the ner-
vous-making energies of the modern world and, in a mystical way, to our 
human hope of surviving our own inventions of both evil and good.... 
Let's have a look at them.... 

3. DONNE, living through the gutsy-brilliant abandon of Shakespearean 
tim-6i- (iOd just before the throttle of Puritanism, which corrected Cav-
alier excesses), got it all together, to put a 1980s media way of ex-
pressing where it's really at. Perceptive literary critic Hubert Brooke 
said of him "He was the one English love poet who was not afraid to ac-
knowledge that he was composed of body, soul, and mind; and who faith-
fully recorded all the pitched battles, alarms, treaties, sieges, and 
fanfares of that extraordinary triangular warfare" (underlining mine). 
While this three-way psychodynamic is native to all human beings, in D. 
it became vigorous poetry and (later) sermons. Later: The arrow, on my 
diagram, shows the direction of his development: 

Aid to put this vigorous trialog inside his wider trialog: 
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The two triangles are both alive WE 	 TH Y 
and synergistic in his consciousness, each invigorating the other--the 
miracle being that, unlike virtually all his contemporaries, in his 
later years he let neither dominate the other. "No man is an island" 
is only the best-known of his integrative phrases that give his oeurve 
timelessness: he is (tItgly word, though Greek!) holistic, completelli roj 
alive as (to use a quaint old expression) "a man of many parts." 
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(I devised the diagram while thinking about D., and wonder whether one 
might profitably bisect the angles--seeing "God" as between "we" and 
"they," "we" as between "God" and "they," and "they" as between "God" 
and "we." At least this: Quick attending to this possibility finds no-
thing unfitting D.'s vision and understanding.)....NOTE on our current 
culture's leaching out of the religious and ecclesial: One seldom finds 
this clergyman referred to as anything other than poet, and quotes from 
his sermons are never identified as from sermons....One more comment 
on his consciousness and my diagram of it: World (in the sense of all 
that's not Self) contexts the Self; the Self interprets the World.... 
T.S.Eliot on D.: Unlike Tennyson and Browning, he felt his thought: "A 
thought to Donne was an experience; it modified his sensibility," the 
process "amalgamating disparate experience....always forming new wholes." 
What I call sense-making by connection-making, the work of philosophers 
when the focus is on ideas, the work of poets when the focus is on images. 
In D., images & ideas converged in a binocularity of consciousness. Nip 
wonder that (as a contemporary elegy put it), on his death, "The Court, 
the Church, the Universitieatost Chaplaine, Deane, and Doctor.".... 
Free of the temptation to conform, he was (said Va. Woolf) "one of those 
nonconformists who cannot resist glorifying their nonconformity by a 
dash of wilful and gratuitous eccentricity." In short, a maverick. 

4. Kindred-soul YEATS admired and loved D.: "One who is but a man like 
us has seen God." "The more precise and learned the thought the great-
er the beauty, the passion; the intricacy and subtleties of his imagin-
ation are the length and depth of the furrow made by his passion. His 
pedantry and his obscenity--the rock and loan of his Eden--but make me 
the more certain that one who is but a man like us has seen God." 

5. YEATS: Many feelings as I stood by his simple grave hard by the simple 
church in his unsimple Ireland. Could not this sod, this church, recog-
nize his greatness? Or, recognizing it, did they think it unremarkable? 

6. Though given similar genes & soul, D. & Y. differ in cultural dyna-
mic. D. was intracultural, thoroughly English; Y. was transcultural, 
Irish with a hate/love relationship with all things English. "I owe 
my soul to Shakespeare, to Spenser and to Blake..., and to the English 
language in which I think, speak and write,...everything I love has come 
to me through English, my hatred tortures me with love, my love with 
hate." And his ouerve is as liquid as the water washing the shores of 
both England and Ireland; or to use another figure, his English is the 
woof woven into the warp of his Irish heart. As this culture-conflict 
crossed the Atlantic, we Americans can learn something of our own souls 
by studying Yeats. 

7. Y. was modern in the sense that he lived the paradox of romantic 
richness + postromantic barrenness of soul. "We were the last roman-
tics--chose for theme / Traditional sanctity and loveliness; / ...what-
ever most can bless / The mind of man or elevate to rhyme; / But all 
is changed, that high horse riderless, / Though mounted in that saddle 
Homer rode / Where the swan drifts upon a darkening flood." Not only 
can the poet hold together these opposites: the coincidentia oppositorum 
is the inner life of the best of modern poetry. Call it romantic real-
ism or realistic romanticism. And note that clergy who fail to converge 
the two elements, to re-present them, fail to speak a plausible word  
to moderns who are both aware of the present world and hungry for his-
torical and experiential depth. Of him, Chesterton said "He staggered 
the materialists by attacking their abstract materialism with a com-
pletely concrete mysticism." "He was the original rationalist who said 
that the fairies stand to reason." He transcended the battle between 
art for art's sake and art for social purposes (said T.S.Eliot): BOTH! 
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